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In recent years progress in the implementation of

catalytically active antibodies (abzymes) has been to a

great extent motivated by studies of enzyme inhibition by

compounds initially designed as analogs of intermediate

products and transition states of the corresponding enzy�

matic reactions. The efficiency of these inhibitors proved

the ability of modeling the transition states by stable com�

pounds, and therefore allowed applying them as antigens

capable of inducing the formation of antibodies with

given catalytic properties.

One of the first objects of investigation was the

nucleophilic substitution reaction of an unsaturated car�

bon atom, a well�known process that is based on the addi�

tion of a nucleophile to a carbonyl group with a formation

of a tetrahedral product, structurally similar to the reac�

tion intermediate state (Fig. 1). As effective inhibitors of

the enzymes catalyzing these reactions (amidases,

esterases, transacylases), phosphonic acids derivatives

being stable analogs of the reactive intermediate com�

pounds were proposed [1, 2]. Antibodies obtained toward

this kind of antigens possessed predetermined catalytic

properties, which proved the ability of the immune system

to generate functionally active antigen replica [3, 4].

Later on the analogs of transition states of other chemical

transformations were synthesized and employed for

obtaining antibodies able to catalyze more than one hun�

dred different reactions [5, 6]. Nevertheless, only few

studies were dedicated to the design of abzymes able to

catalyze the reactions performed by coenzyme�depend�

ent enzymes [7].

Problems in the design of these abzymes are dis�

cussed in this work in terms of reactions performed by

enzymes using pyridoxal�5′�phosphate (PLP) as a cofac�

tor and amino acids as substrates. Pyridoxal enzymes

(PLP�enzymes) play the key role in amino acid metabo�

lism, catalyzing the transamination, decarboxylation,

racemization, and transformations of amino acid radical

(aldole cleavage, elimination, and substitution). During

the amino acid transformation the formation of covalent

coenzyme–substrate compounds with single (4) or dou�

ble bonds (1, 2, 3) occurs; among those aldimine (1) is a

common intermediate compound for all PLP�dependent

transformations (Fig. 2). Accordingly, the stable analogs

of these compounds may be regarded as haptens, also

considering coenzyme ability to perform nonenzymatic

amino acid transformations and its active role in catalysis.

There is only one known type of these analogs, Nα�

(pyridoxyl�5′�phosphate)�amino acids (PP�amino acids)

(5), which are reduced aldimines with a single bond

between coenzyme and amino acid fragments (Fig. 3).

The substances obtained and studied earlier as efficient

inhibitors [8, 9] form stable noncovalent complexes with

PLP apoenzymes where analog molecule makes contacts

with an active site groups involved in binding of substrate

and coenzyme, and also in catalysis [10].

In recent years attempts to design PLP dependent

abzymes, a comprehensive study on the preparation and

investigation of catalytic properties of 15A9 antibody

toward Nε�acyl�Nα�(pyridoxyl�5′�phosphate)�L�lysine

(5b) as hapten is of greatest interest [11]. The antibody
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catalyzed a reaction with PLP as a coenzyme—the α,β�

elimination of D�β�chloro�alanine; at the same time,

PLP acted as substrate in the transamination reaction,

being transformed into pyridoxamine�5′�phosphate as a

result of interaction with D�alanine. Catalytic properties

of the antibody were significantly different from that of

typical pyridoxal enzymes. The PLP was not covalently

bound to lysine ε�amino group of the antibody as it was in

the holoenzyme; there was no acceleration of aldimine 1
formation rate (a necessary step in enzymatic reaction),

and the formation of quinonoid tautomer 2, which is the

intermediate of all transformations involving cleavage of

Cα–H binding in amino acid, was not detected.

Principally important within the context of the dis�

cussed problem was the absence of a specified antibody

property such as specificity toward reaction type; howev�

er, there was a predicted correlation for known abzymes

both in catalyst properties and in hapten structure

Fig. 1. Anionic tetrahedral transition state (TS) for the reaction of carboxylic acid ester hydrolysis and phosphonate analog of the TS (PA).

Fig. 2. Schematic of amino acid transformation catalyzed by pyridoxal enzymes. Cleavage of aldimine 1 Cα–H bond causes transamina�

tion (shown), racemization, or elimination; break of Cα–COO– bond leads to decarboxylation, and dissociation of Cα–R leads to aldole

cleavage.

Fig. 3. Structures of Nα�(pyridoxyl�5′�phosphate)�amino acid

(5) and aldimine 1 in the optimal conformation for Cα–H (6)

bond cleavage.

5a R = CH2CH2COOH

5b R = (CH2)4NH�acyl

TS

PA

(5)                                               (6)
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according to the main idea of abzyme catalysis. In that

case, hapten 5a (as a reduced aldimine) was not an ana�

log of the transition state of a certain PLP�dependent

reaction, and therefore could not determine the ability of

15A9 antibody to catalyze only α,β�elimination of D�β�

chloro�alanine and transamination of PLP and D�ala�

nine. Hence, the question emerged whether the immune

system can generate antibodies able to catalyze other

PLP�dependent reactions besides those inherent in 15A9

antibody, and also what should be the hapten structure in

order to facilitate the desired PLP�dependent amino acid

transformation by the antibody.

In the case of PLP enzymes, the coenzyme–sub�

strate compound is located in the active site in a strictly

determined conformation, which governs the reaction

specificity and coenzyme participation in catalysis [12].

Though for transamination, racemization, and elimina�

tion reactions the optimal position of the cleaved amino

acid Cα–H bond is orthogonal to the plane pyridine cycle

of coenzyme (Fig. 3, 6), for the decarboxylation reaction

this position is occupied by Cα–COOH bond. The PP

amino acid is being fixed in the active site similarly to the

coenzyme–substrate compound, including the orienta�

tion of the cleaved bond at the Cα�atom [10], and this is

the only conformation when PP amino acid can be con�

sidered as a transition state analog of a particular reac�

tion. In the absence of apoenzyme the amino acid is a

number of conformers resulting from free rotation of the

molecule fragments around single bonds, which leads to

the loss of appropriate Cα�atom bond orientation and

hapten similarity to the transition state of the reaction.

There is an additional uncertainty arising from the

antigen due to nonspecific binding of the carrier protein

and PP amino acid linked through a flexible bond. The

result is the random orientation of hapten conformers rel�

ative to the protein and the formation of antigen con�

formers with different degree of hapten shielding, which

are factors influencing the catalytic properties, e.g., of

antibody 15A9.

Hence, it is necessary to have the haptens with struc�

ture and conformation corresponding to the transition

state of a certain PLP�dependent reaction available in

order to design PLP abzymes. Currently, there are no

such known compounds among the vitamin B6 group; the

attempts to design low molecular weight transamination

catalysts illustrate [13] that the construction of these

analogs is a separate task itself, also considering that PLP

modification is often only accompanied by the loss of

coenzymatic properties.

The new approach suggested for the construction of

catalytic coenzyme�dependent antibodies is based on the

use of stable analogs of enzyme–substrate compounds as

antigens, which may be regarded as analogs of enzymatic

transition states. In the case of PLP enzymes, these anti�

gens may represent the stable complexes of apoenzymes

with analogs of coenzyme–substrate compounds, where

the apoenzyme not only induces and sustains the proper

analog conformation, but also is functioning as a carrier

protein. Catalytically competent state of the active site

and certain orientation of analog relative to apoenzyme

are implemented in this complex, i.e., the intermediate

state of the enzymatic reaction is fixed (Fig. 4, structure

E�Z).

For instance, noncovalent adduct of apo�aspartate�

aminotransfrease and Nα�(pyridoxyl�5′�phosphate)�L�

glutamic acid examined earlier may be used as such anti�

gen (Fig. 3, 5a). This compound is structurally close to

the enzyme–substrate compound [10] and sufficiently

stable for the immunization as it breaks down only under

the conditions of protein denaturation [8]. Since the anti�

body carries the molecular imprint of analog of coen�

zyme–substrate compound in a required conformation

(Fig. 4, structure A), it could also catalyze the formation

of PLP aldimine with amino acid and promote the disso�

ciation of Cα–H bond in aldimine by proper orientation

of this bond relative to the pyridine cycle of coenzyme.

However, the catalytic activity of this abzyme will proba�

bly depend on the proximity and orientation effects,

because the transaminase active site groups will be repre�

sented by negative replica in structure A.

Another, not yet reviewed in literature, possibility of

designing coenzyme dependent abzymes can be associat�

ed with the representation of the immune system as a net�

work of idiotype–antiidiotype interactions [14].

According to this approach, the antibody obtained toward

the active site of an enzyme acts as an antigen during the

second stage, which results in a formation of antiidiotyp�

Fig. 4. Formation of catalytically active coenzyme�dependent

antibodies. I, II) Immunization steps; E) apoenzyme; Z) ana�

log of coenzyme�dependent compound; A) antibody; Aa) anti�

idiotypic antibody.

(I) E E

A AAa Aa

A A

(II)
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ic antibody with a catalytic activity of the original

enzyme. This model was successfully implemented (e.g.,

for acetylcholine esterase [15]), when it was presented

that during the immunization there is reproduction of

main characteristics and catalytic groups even of a steri�

cally hindered active site located at the bottom of a nar�

row pocket of enzyme molecule and therefore inaccessi�

ble for large low molecular weight modifiers [16]. It is

appropriate to note here a possible link between these

processes and the appearance of abzymes under autoim�

mune pathologies [17, 18].

Regarding to PLP holoenzymes, the simple repro�

duction of this technique seems to be problematic since

the risk of losing the coenzyme�binding region during the

immunization, and also the natural limitations for coen�

zyme molecule replication. In the case of PLP apoen�

zymes, the absence of coenzyme forming an active site

may negatively affect on the reflection of complex topol�

ogy and dynamics of the active site.

However, the antiidiotypical approach appears to be

rather promising when the analog of coenzyme–substrate

compound is used as a hapten. If the initial antigen is an

apoenzyme complex with an analog (Fig. 4, structure E�

Z), then the antigen for the subsequent immunization is a

complex of analog with an antibody produced after the

first immunization (Fig. 4, structure A�Z), which will

lead to antiidiotypic antibody (Fig. 4, structure Aa) with

mimic of the main characteristics and catalytic groups of

the original apoenzyme active site. It can be anticipated

that in the case of apo�transaminase the abzyme with

PLP as a coenzyme will catalyze the Hα�atom exchange

and the transamination reaction in a similar way as aspar�

tate�aminotransferase.

The interesting possibility is the application of

holoenzymes themselves as antigens using this technique

(Fig. 4, structure Z, coenzyme). The obtained antibody

in a complex with coenzyme will act as antigen for the

subsequent immunization with a coenzyme�dependent

antiidiotypic antibody as a result. Perhaps similar

processes take place under natural conditions, which

implies the possibility of emergence of coenzyme�

dependent abzymes in autoimmune pathologies.

This approach can be applied similarly, for instance,

for acetylcholine esterase. This means that not the

enzyme itself acts as an antigen for the first immunization

step, but its complex with an inhibitor, the analog of the

transition state of the same reaction. The antigen for the

second immunization step is the complex of the formed

antibody with the same inhibitor (Fig. 4, structure Z,

inhibitor). This scheme anticipates that the inhibitor

becomes an important additional property of an active

site, stabilizing the catalytically competent state of the

latter.
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